Abstract. Estimates of the Caccioppoli-Schauder type are proven for a class of regular oblique derivative problems in Holder function spaces with weights. Previous restrictions on the range of admissible weights are showed to be unnecessary.
On the space of functions u e Ha~h) with supports in the half-sphere jit of radius 1/2 a norm equivalent to \u\a~b) is given by sup(J>0(7fl""6|ii|a;Br+], where î+ Bï, = {x e B+ : \x\ < 1, xN > a) ; from [1] and [6] we know that (1) \u\a-b) < C\utb) provided that 0 < a' < a, b <a', and b < a' if b is an integer, whereas MbMO < C\u\a0) ( I • Ibmo = norm on the space of functions of BMO, that is, Bounded Mean Oscillation, over B+ ). The above implies u e L2(B+) for any b > 0, whereas, if -1 <b<0, ueLP(B+) whatever pe[l, -l/b[.
Statements of the main results
Let L = -a'Jd2/dXjdXj (summation convention), where [a'->] is a positive definite symmetric N x N real matrix.
For functions u in Ha~ ' with supports in jB+ it was proven in [1] that the estimate (2) \u\{a-b)<C(\u(-,0)\b,so + \Lu\{2:b))
holds true provided that 0 < b < a, a> 2, and neither a nor b is an integer. In [6] it was later proven that (2) then u is in Ha~b) with (3) l"li"6)<C(|Mo|6;so + El//li-.ft))-(In [6] the case when a is in N is studied as well, but here we will not dwell upon it.) Let us pass to the Neumann problem. In [2] it was proven that, whenever 1 < b < a, a > 2, and neither a nor b is an integer, the estimate (4) \u\{a-b) < C(\uXN(., 0)|*_1;So + \Lufa2:b))
holds true for any function u in Ha~ J with support in \B+ . Notice that for b not an integer (4) is equivalent to the bound (5) |M|6<C(|^(.,0)|ft_1;5o + |LM|<2_-2A)).
On one hand, indeed, the implication (4) => (5) is trivially consequent on (1), which yields
since b is not an integer. On the other hand, u(-, 0) e Hb.so is the trace on 5° of a function U e H(a~b) which vanishes near S+ , with \U\a-b)<C\u(-,0)\b.so<C\u\b.
This follows from [1, Lemma 2.3]-a result which we shall return to in a short while. For the moment suffice it to say that, as a consequence, (5) yields (4) once (2) has been applied with u replaced by u-U, and consequently «(•, 0) byO.
If b is an integer > 2, counterexamples show that (6) is false in general, and so is (5); yet in the present paper we prove that (4) still holds. More specifically, we have the two following results. Our approach makes crucial use of the extension technique dealt with in the next section, which enables us to follow, in the proof of Theorem 1, the main idea lying behind the above proof that (5) => (4).
We sketchily mention that a perturbation argument, based on considerations similar to those of [1, Proposition 4.3] , would allow us to extend our results to a class of uniformly elliptic operators L with variable coefficients, as well as to replace the condition upon uXN\so with one upon Bu = (b'uXi + b°u)\so with b°, bx, ... , bN sufficiently regular, bN > 0. The passage to more general oblique derivative problems Lu = f inQ, Bu = g on dQ when Q is a bounded domain would then proceed along the lines of [ 1, Theorem DaW(x', t,xN) = t-MJv(x' -ty', xN)4>a(y')dy', where all functions <t>a E C?°(RN-X) satisfy J<j>a(y')dy' = 0 provided that |a| > 0 (otherwise 4>a would simply be (j)). In the particular case when a is of the form (0, ... ,0, h), that is, when Da is the h-th pure derivative with respect to t, the function (¡>a is symmetric with respect to each coordinate hyperplane of R^-1 and therefore satisfies For a noninteger a > 2, however, the above procedure no longer applies. And it is here that the lemma of the preceeding section comes into play. If b remains in [1, 2[, indeed , it enables us to utilize the previous step, which yields a bound Thanks to the bound on |w|0 provided by the unweighted theory, (10) has been proven.
